Jedox for Finance

Are you analyzing or still reconciling?

Whether consolidating or budgeting, data volumes and complexity make gaining insight difficult. When you lose time gathering and reconciling data, you can’t support fact-based decision making. You can’t be a strategic partner to your business.

When Excel can’t cope

86% of organizations globally still use Excel for planning. Excel remains the standard tool for Financial Controllers, until slow planning cycles, manual adjustments, error-prone consolidations, and poor process-monitoring make Excel-hell a drag on personal productivity and a risk to your organization.

Become a trusted advisor

Jedox is designed to enable you to leverage your Excel skills to transform your reporting, budgeting and analysis. Easy to use so you can focus on business outcomes. Streamline consolidations and management reporting to close your month-end faster. Jedox pulls data from multiple ledgers and ERPs so you see your entire business and drill-through to sub-ledger transactions.

You control statutory and management reporting hierarchies in Jedox with drag and drop ease. Jedox rules make it easy – from simple aggregations in one entity, to global consolidations across multiple charts of accounts, allocations, fx, minority interest, eliminations and cash-flow – all in real-time.

Finance Solutions:

✓ Balanced Scorecard
✓ Management Cockpits
✓ Cashflow
✓ Profit & Loss
✓ Cost Center Accounting
✓ Cash accounting and planning
✓ Balance Sheet
✓ Breakeven analysis
✓ Profitability & cost models

“Are you analyzing or still reconciling?”

Challenges for Finance

- Growing data complexity
- Multiple version of the truth
- Data siloes and fragmented BI solutions: IT dependence
- Shortening reporting and planning cycles
- Increased demand for real-time insight beyond the ledger

“Whatever I love about Jedox is that it has the depth to help us manage our complexity but is still intuitive and finance-friendly.”

(What I love about Jedox is that it has the depth to help us manage our complexity but is still intuitive and finance-friendly.)

“We replaced Excel with integrated planning and reporting through Jedox in a few weeks. Our specialist departments plan independently on the web. My team is able to focus on profitable growth.”

(Michael Bailey, Senior Manager Controlling, Sanofi)
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Budgeting & Forecasting

Unified enterprise budgeting and forecasting capability. In one consistent environment, create revenue models, payroll, capex, operations, expense allocations – at any level of detail, all in common dimensions. As Finance, you easily define and manage planning rules and assumptions without programming, and without burdening IT. Business rules are central, auditable, creating a transparent process that strengthens business ownership of budgets.

Jedox’s powerful planning capabilities mean you can create simulations and new scenarios easily and interactively test business assumptions. Jedox enables you to engage business users in the planning cycle with flexible workflows that fit your corporate planning process. You control granular security rights to manage access to confidential data. With self-service planning live through Excel, web and mobile, your business users are empowered to collaborate in the environment they are most comfortable.

Understand performance

Jedox enables you to apply insights from past performance into forward-looking goals. Conventional analytics are descriptive: lagging indicators, current value, and tangible assets to review past performance and identify reasons behind success.

Learn more on www.jedox.com and discover Business-driven Intelligence for your organization.

Contact: Jedox AG
web: jedox.com
mail: info@jedox.com
blog: blog.jedox.com
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